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一、中文摘要和關鍵字
本成果報告希冀以 Finnegans Wake 的 Shem 章節為例，來說明喬伊斯的神

學觀和穢污學之間動態的平衡關係。喬伊斯雅癖穢污是人盡皆知的事實，而喬學
專家也藉此將喬氏語言分成兩種：父親的語言通常和糞便聯結，而母親的語言則
和尿液聯結。在練金術/喬氏神學觀的昇華作用下，父親死亡的語言逐漸轉化成
母親活潑潑的語言。本報告一方面承認，在喬氏藝術作用下，語言精鍊昇華的可
能，但主要化蕪存菁的過程並非是單一直線的往上攀伸，而是曲折環繞的運動，
也就是在這樣的能動中產生 Finnegans 的語言。
關鍵字：喬伊斯、Finnegans Wake、語言、神學、穢污學

二、英文摘要和關鍵字

The report seeks to establish a homeostasis relationship between theology and 

scatology as shown in the “Shem” chapter of Finnegans Wake.  Joyce’s scatological 

proclivity has been well-known, and scholars have already detected that the Wakean 

language can be bifurcated into two kinds of language: the father language usually 

associated with the turd, and the mother language usually with the urine; the 

alchemical process of sublimation elevates the dead father language to the living 

mother language.  While I agree with the uplifted process from the base to the 

refined, I argue that the sublimation, instead of a linear reductionism, is a ceaseless 

cyclic process, from which the Wakean language is born.

Keywords: Joyce, Finnegans Wake, language, theology, scatology

三、成果報告內容

After the publication of Ulysses in February 22, 1922, the early reactions were 
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almost unanimously giving vent to sharp attacks on the lowness of the author, even 

though most of the critics’ names have been since then gradually obscured, their 

critiques are right to the point, especially in terms of Joyce’s emetically scatological 

proclivity. Years later, these critics merged themselves into a single body by the name 

of Shaun in Book I chapter 7 (known as “Shem” chapter) of Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, 

wielding even more vicious vituperative accusations against Shem, Joyce’s Wakean 

surrogate. Shaun launches his tirade with an attack on Shem’s “lowness” (FW 170.25), 

ranging from his physiognomy to psychological state, especially Shem’s blasphemy 

which regards the birth of grace as being equitable with the birth of arse (“garce”). 

But what exactly is the affiliation between scatology and theology? How does Joyce 

forge in the smithy of his language the unprecedented con-science of his “garce”? 

“Garce,” or that which is too ugly to be seen, has to be pushed to the dark corner 

of human consciousness, or to put it in a Joycean metaphor, to a gnomonic corner, and 

the gnomon of “grace/garce” in the “Shem” chapter becomes an indicator to measure 

Shem’s incomplete manhood. In other words, a circumcised penis at a symbolic level 

echoes back to Kernan’s gnomonic/quincuncial tongue in “Grace,” and this 

association is further affirmed by Shaun’s chanting of Shem’s Latin passage while the 

latter is manufacturing his fecal encaustic: “psalmum qui incipit: Lingua mea calamus 

scribae velociter scribentis” (FW 185.21-22). 

The relationship between circumcision and verbal ability is perhaps 

essentially a linguistic one.  Nevertheless, for Joyce who has “the cursed jesuit 

strain [… ] injected the wrong way” (U 1.209), a circumcised tongue, quite contrary 

to the circumcised lips in the biblical tradition, stutters, mumbles, gibbers in a way 

beyond ordinary comprehension.  If the linguistic impediment is to index “the 

proximity of the sublime” “collector of prepuces” (U 1.394), it becomes now a proxy 

of the lowest sham.  In spite of the fact that the confusion of the stuttering tongues 
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subverts the stability of meaning in human communication, it however plays the role 

of the pillars of society. Language, therefore, is initially a stuttering.  Joyce’s 

concept of the origin of language draws on Giambattista Vico’s New Science, and it is 

exactly the “order” of the paternal/authorial figure initiates the thunder 

word/language.  But we may well say that the thunder word is also initiated by the 

“ordure.”  This is where Joyce’s scatology comes into play.

There are altogether ten thunder words in Finnegans Wake. One of the significant 

“inarticulate gestures, [and] constitutive utterances” expressed by the ten thunderclap 

words is their close relationship with scatological imagery. But how could we possibly 

imagine that something scatological is an integral part of the divine word?  Joyce’s 

understanding of epiphany perhaps offers the key to open up the mystery.

In other words, God becomes Word becomes Flesh becomes Turd. The intimate 

connection between word and turd, or between “rising up from shite” and “sitting 

down to write” (Wallace 291), is well documented in the Latin incantation (FW

185.14-26). When Shem threatens to “wipe alley english spooker, 

multaphoniaksically spuking, off the face of the erse” (FW 178.06-07), we understand 

that the English language will become a “spooky” filth, being “puked” from his 

“arse.” The emptying (“katharsis”) out of the body and the inscribing on the body, for 

many Joyceans, is a process of alchemical sublimation. 

The process of sublimation is however never complete.  The sexual zones will 

keep on emitting enchanting smells to capture the nose and, as Joyce has already 

anticipated, to bend the “most sublumbunate[d]” (FW 607.21) head to its surreptitious 

sensual preference “under the loin” (L. sublumbo [McHugh 607]).  Another obvious 

example for the ambiguous meaning of “sublimation” in Finnegans Wake is the 

epithet that has been applied to Issy’s alter egos, “the subligate sisters” (FW

508.22-23).  The portmanteau word “subligate,” combining the meaning of 
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“sublimate” and “tied on below” (L. subligatus [McHugh 508]), clearly demonstrates 

the impossibility of total purification. 

Shem’s “alshemical” process is as “misty” (“alshemist” [FW 185.35]) as the 

Wakean language inscribed on his own body.  Since Finnegans Wake is “basically 

in English” as Joyce once said, the product of this alchemical process of sublimation 

is a Wakean language, which by virtue of its highly indeterminate meaning tends to 

uncover the ambiguous nature of language in general.

The ambiguous fission of the “root language” (FW 424.20) of the family tree has 

always been regarded as demonic, usually applied to the mother language in contrast 

with the fathering law.  As sunny, “heliotropical” (FW 349.06) Shaun asks, “is there 

girlic-on-you?” (FW 174.15), in addition to its being the Anglo-Irish calque on “an 

bhfhuil Gaedhealg agat?”, that is, “do you know Irish?” (Milesi 1993: 115), what is 

also hinted is the equation of Gaelic with garlic, which is a devilish symbol.  Garlic 

came into the English vocabulary at least since Anglo-Saxon times, for its name goes 

back to the Old English words gar (spear) and leak (leek), from its spear-shaped 

leaves. (Joyce must have known this etymology, for part of Issy’s “garbage breath” 

comes from “garleeks” [FW 550.09,10-11].) Garlic was known to the ancient people, 

and many authorities, including Ptolemy and Plutarch, believed that its pungent whiff 

“would overcome the magnetism in a lodestone— so garlic was not favored aboard 

ships, where the lodestone was needed as an aid to navigation” (Morris 237).  

Probably because of this alleged power of anti-magnetism and its possible 

consequences (drifting away from the course, and even shipwreck), the image of 

garlic finds its sinister way into folk belief as something connected with the Devil.  

Garlic is a useful prophylactic against the vampire, and Pliny the Elder, a Roman 

scholar of the 1st century AD, reported that “garlic offered protection from snakes” 

(Marigny 57), namely, from the Satan incarnate.  The magic power of garlic to ward 
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off the Devil is essentially “apotropaic magic,” as Jeffrey Burton Russell explains, “in 

which things associated with the Evil One are precisely those that are most effective 

against him” (90). 

What makes the mother language demonic is not only her power to create new 

(thus unrecognizable, and even alien) “subspeeches” which confuses the fathering law, 

but merge them in exactly the way that Shem does to his ink.  As Joyce says in his 

critical essay “Ireland, Island of Saints and Sages”: 

Our civilization is a vast fabric, in which the most diverse elements are 

mingled, in which nordic aggressiveness and Roman law, the new bourgeois 

conventions and the remnant of a Syriac religion are reconciled.  In such a 

fabric, it is useless to look for a thread that may have remained pure and 

virgin without having undergone the influence of a neighbouring thread.  

What race, or what language [… ] can boast of being pure today?  And no 

race has less right to utter such a boast than the race now living in Ireland.  

(CW 165)

In this vast fabric made of verbal “chaosmos” (FW 118.21), everything is always 

subject to become anything else, and nothing is constantly stable.  The end product 

of the alchemical process is a matter that does not belong to the day or the night: 

“when the call comes, he shall produce nichthemerically from his unheavenly body a 

no uncertain quantity of obscene matter not protected by copriright in the United Stars 

of Ourania” (FW 185.28-31).  The adverb, “nichthemerically,” strongly implies the 

production of Finnegans Wake, the nocturnal book (German nicht not + Greek 

hêmeron day), but it can also be the production of Ulysses, which lasts for “a day and 

a night” (Greek nychthêmeron), as Senn explains, and he continues to point out “[t]he 

heterographic chiaroscuro taunts such significations into spectral being; and by any 

normative standards it is simple to prove that none of them are present” (1986: 166), 
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simply because they are unclassifiable.  The matter that has been produced is 

therefore outside the pale of the excremental power of the fathering law (“not 

protected by copriright”) in a heavenly “scene” of the other (“ob-”) called “the United 

Stars of Ourania,” the celestial body commanded by Orion, “originally named Ouriôn 

because generated from Gr ouron, urine” (McHugh 185).  Instead of a Milky Way, a 

Uric Way carries us “a lone a last a loved a long the” (FW 628.16) scene of Joyce’s 

writing to produce ob-scene words, to give birth to a new language.  Atherton asserts 

that “[i]f he [Joyce] had had infinite time he would have reduced his book to one word: 

the Logos” (229).  This Logos, “through the bowels of his misery, flashly, faithly, 

nastily, appropriately” (FW 185. 33-34), finally reveals itself by the end of the 

“Shem” chapter in “astroglodynamonologos” (FW 194.16-17).  The starry sky 

(“astro-”), the giants (troglodyte in “-troglody-”), the explosion of the etym 

(“-dynamo-”), Molly’s/Woman’s/Mother’s yes-affirmative monolog (“-monolog-”), 

and Logos (“-logos”).  One word alone tells the whole story, and this word alone is 

enough to conclude this report.
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